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ON THE TIMOSHENKO TYPE EQUATIONS 
MIROSLAV SOVA, Praha 
(Received January 7, 1972) 
In this paper, we shall investigate the correctness of the following initial value 
problem: 
(T) u""(t) + (aA 1 / 2 + p) u»(i) + (aA + fcA1/2 + c) u(t) = 0 , 
ii(0+) = u ' ( 0 + ) = W"(0+) = 0 , u'"(0+) = x , 
where t is positive time, x and u(t) are elements of a Hilbert space H, A is a nonzero, 
nonnegative, selfadjoint operator in H and a, j8, a, b, c are real constants. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let R denote the real and C the complex number fields. 
We shall write in the sequel: ^ 1 / 2 is the nonnegative root of £ ^ 0 and £1/2 = 
= i|£|1/2 for { < 0. 
Further, let sign f = 1 for £ = 0 and sign £ = — 1 for £ < 0. 
Lemma 1. Let <p e (0, oo) -> K. If 
(1) the function q> is continuous on (0, oo) and bounded on (0, 1), 
(2) there exists a nondecreasing function \\f e (0, oo) -> R such that for every 
t e (0, oo), 
|<K0l = ^(0J*W)|dT, 
then cp is identically zero. 
BASIC NOTIONS 
We shall denote by H a fixed Hilbert space over C. 
We suppose that there are given 
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(A) a nonzero nonnegative selfadjoint operator A from H into II, 
(B) constants a, b, c, a, fi e R. 
All the following definitions and results are related to these fixed data. 
Lemma 2. IfP is an orthogonal projector such that AP is bounded and PA e AP, 
then 
(1) AP1/2 is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator, 
(2) A1/2P is bounded, 
(3) A1/2P is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator, 
(4) A1/2P 2 P^1/2, 
(5) A1/2P = (AP)1'2. 
Lemma 3. If £ is the spectral resolution of the operator A, then for every a _ 0: 
(1) <f(<0, a>) is an orthogonal projector, 
(2) AS((fi, a>) is a bounded operator, 
(3) 4<0, a » A £ AS«0, a» . 
Lemma 4. If £ is the spectral resolution of the operator A, then for every xe H, 
(£(<0, a>) x -> x . 
a-+oo 
A function u e (0, co) -> H will be called a solution of the Timoshenko type equa-
tion if 
(I) u is four-times continuously differentiable on (0, oo), 
(II) w(4) is bounded on (0, l), 
(III) u(t) e D(A), u"(t) e D(A1/2) for every t e (0, oo), 
(IV) u""(i) + (aA1/2 + fi) u"(t) + (aA + bA1/2 + c) u(t) = 0 for every t e (0, oo). 
Remark 1. More precisely, we should speak about "Timoshenko type equation, 
generated by the operator A". Nonetheless, since the operator A is supposed to be 
fixed, we shall omit the latter part of this term. 
Remark 2. It is not difficult to establish that the above notion of the Timoshenko 
type equation includes some operator variants of the equation of transverse vibra-
tions of the beam, discovered in 1916 by S. P. TIMOSHENKO (cf. [1], p. 338): 
"tut ~ <"W + P"tt + «"«« - bux + cu = 0 
with appropriate boundary conditions at the end of the beam. 
The coefficients a, b, c, a, fi are interpreted in terms of certain physical constants 
of the material of beam. 
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The analogous equation for transverse vibrations of plates was discovered by 
UFLJAND (cf. [2], [3]) and its operator variants may be also included in our abstract 
model. 
The same is true for the Mindlin-Hermann equation of longitudinal vibrations of 
a rod (see [4], p. 488 and 481). 
All these equations, which are of order four in the time variable, take into account 
some mechanical phenomena (e.g. rotary inertia and shear deflection in the case of 
transverse vibrations) which were neglected in classical models. 
Proposition 1. If u is a solution of the Timoshenko type equation, then w(0+), 
w'(0+), w"(0+) and u'"(0+) exist. 
Proposition 2. If w is a solution of the Timoshenko type equation and P an ortho-
gonal projector such that AP is bounded and PA £ AP, then the function Pu is 
also a solution of the Timoshenko type equation. 
Proof. It is easy to verify the properties (I)—(IV) from the definition of solution. 
A solution w of the Timoshenko type equation will be called Duhamel solution of 
this equation if w(0+) = w'(0+) = w"(0+) = 0. 
A Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation will be called a null solution 
of this equation if w/;/(0+) = 0. 
Proposition 3. If w is a Duhamel (null) solution of the Timoshenko type equation 
and P an orthogonal projector such that AP is bounded and PA £ AP, then the 
function Pu is also a Duhamel (null) solution of the Timoshenko type equation. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Proposition 2. 
UNIQUENESS FOR TIMOSHENKO TYPE EQUATION 
Lemma 5. Let z e (0, oo) -> H. If the function z is continuously differentiable 
on (0, oo), z' is bounded on (0, l) and Z(0+) = 0, then for every t e (0, oo) 
(1) Re |"<2(T), Z'(T)> dT = i |z (0 | | 2 , 
(2) Jj|z(T)|||z'(T)|dT^^J|z'(T)|MT. 
Proof. To prove (l), we write 
Re £ < Z ( T ) , Z'(T)> dT - i £ 1 | |Z(T)|2 dT - i||z(; 
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í)ll2 
Using Lemma 4, we obtain (2) in the following way 
ri!-W»«-'W|dt=f'|irz'(ff)d<r «z'(T)|dT = 
Jo Jo II Jo 
= JJJ Vwidff) «z'W«d< = 
- *£ i (J V«.l «-*)* = i Q V'(T)| dTj = 
4£«z'w»2<k-
We shall say that the Timoshenko type equation is definite if every null solution 
of the Timoshenko type equation is identically zero. 
Theorem 1. The Timoshenko type equation is always definite. 
Proof. We shall proceed indirectly. 
Hence we suppose that 
(1) there exists a null solution u of the Timoshenko type equation and a point 
t0 € (0, oo) so that u(t0) 4= 0. 
Let <? be the spectral resolution of the operator A. 
Using (1), we obtain from Lemma 4 that 
(2) there exists an a > 0 so that $(<0, a>) u(t0) 4= 0. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall write 
(3) P = <T«0, a » . 
Then by (2) and (3) 
(4) Pu(t0) + 0 . 
Let us now denote 
(5) u0(t) = P u(t) for t e (0, oo) . 
By (4) and (5), we have 
(6) u0(t0) * 0 . 
Using (3)—(5), we obtain by means of Lemmas 2 and 3 that 
(7) u0 is four times continuously differentiable on (0, oo) , 
(8) u0" is bounded on (0,1) , 
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(9) «0'(t) + (OL(AP)1'2 + fi) ul(t) + (a(AP) + b(AP)
1'2 + c) u0(t) = 0, 
(10) «0(0+) = «o(0+) = »o(0+) = «0'(0+) = 0. 
Multiplying (9) scalarly by «0, we obtain 
(ii) WW), u's(t)y + <(*(Apy2 + /?) U'0(t), «0'(o> + 
+ i(a(AP) + b(AP)112 + c) u0(t), M0'(f)> = 0 for every t e (0, oo) . 
In virtue of (3) and of Lemmas 2 and 3 we can define 
(12) K = max (\\a(AP) + b(AP)i/2 + c\\, \\x(APy'2 + fi\\) . 
Using (11) and (12), we obtain 
(13) I f'<U0"(T) , «J (T)> dtj = K \ f ' | « 0 ( T ) | | |« 0 ' (T) | dT 
(Jo I LJo 
+ I |«oWII K M ! dr 1 for every fe(0, oo) 
On the other hand, by Lemma 5, we have for every t e (0, oo) 
(14) Re f'<uS"(T), „S'(t)> dT = i|uo '(0||
2 , 
(15) |j|„0(T)||«U0'(T)||dT = iJj|«-(T)fdT, 
(16) j j h ( T ) | | | « 0 ' (T) | dT = 
= f'||ff»o(e)dedJ||«0'(T)ldT = 




It follows from (13)-(16) that 
(17) \\u'0\t)\\
2 Z K(t + t>) j'y!(r)\\2 dr . 
By Lemma 1, it follows froiri (17) that 
(18) u0'(t) = 0 for every t e (0, oo) . 
But (10) and (18) give immediately 
(19) w0(r) = 0 for every t e (0, oo) . 
+ 
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The contradiction between (6) and (19) implies that (1) cannot hold and hence the 
proof is complete. 
FOURIER FUNCTION OF TIMOSHENKO TYPE EQUATION 
A function m e (0, oo) x <0, oo) -> C will be called the Fourier function of the 
Timoshenko type equation if 
(I) m(-, s) is four times diflferentiable on (0, oo) for every s e <0, oo), 
(II) mtttt(t, s) + (<xs
1/2 + p) mtt(t, s) + (as + bs
l/2 + c) m(t, s) = 0 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) , 
(III) m(0+, s) = m,(0+, s) = mtt(0+, s) = 0 , mm(0+, s) = 1 
for every s e <0, oo). 
Proposition 4. The Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation always 
exists and is unique. 
Proof follows from the theory of ordinary differential equations. 
Let us denote for s e <0, oo) 
, v as1 /2 + p , [7as1 / 2 + A 2 , 1/2 . 1
1 / 2 
Mi.2(5) = — - ± I ( J - («5 + bs{f2 + c) . 
Lemma 6. For every s e <0, oo), Pi,2(
s) flre a// possible roots of the polynomial 
p2 + (as1/2 + P) n + (as + fes1/2 + c) = 0. 
Lemma 7. For every s e <0, oo) 
(1) / t 1 ( s ) + ^ ( s ) = - ( « s
1 / 2 + ^ ) , 
(2) .«.(-) - „2(s) = [(a
2 - 4a) s + 2(a0 - 2t) s1'2 + (j?2 - 4c)]1'2 . 
Lemma 8. For s e <0, oo) 
|fai..(-)|.S(l + H + W + l-l + H + W)(-+-
1 / a)-
Proof. We have for s e <0, oo) 
M , ) , s Mill±M + [(Mill±JJ+ w. + w,.« + WJ»S 
s Mill±M + [H^1±J4 + ( |0 | . + | b , , . » + w r l s 
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Z |a| s1'2 + \fi\ + (\a\ s + \b\ s1'2 + \c\y2 g 
g (|«| + |/.|)(1 + s1'2) + (\a\ + \b\ + \c\y2 (1 + s)1'2 g 
^ ( H + |,9|)(I + S I / 2)(I + H + H + |C|)(I + S I / 2 ) . 
Let us denote for s e <0, oo) 
A-.-(5) = iiTi (KRe^.2(*))a + (lm^,2(s))2]1/2 + Re^ l l2(s)}
1/2 + 
+ ' S i g n ( ^ 1 2 ( 5 ) ) {[(Re^,2(S))
2 + (Im^1>2(s))
2]1/2 - Re^,2(s)}
1 /2 , 
^3,4(s) = - ^ l , 2 ( s ) -
Lemma 9. For every s e <0, 00), A12,3,4(s) are all possible roots of the polynomia 
A4 + (as1/2 + p) X2 + (as + bs1'2 + c) = 0 . 
Proof. A consequence of Lemma 6 by virtue of the formula 
a + i b - ( ± { ^ K*2 + ft2),/2 + * ] 1 / 2 + ^ S r Kfl2 + *2)1/2 - fl]1/2}J-
Lemma 10. For every s e <0, oo), Re A12(s) ^ 0. 
Lemma 11. For every s e <0, oo), A12(s)
2 = i*if2(s). 
Lemma 12. For every s e <0, oo), 
\xia(*)\ ^ (i + H +1*| + H + H + \P\)(i + s
1/4)-
Proof. From Lemma 11, we have |A1>2(s)| = |/Xi,2(s)|
1/2 and it suffices to apply 
Lemma 8. 
Lemma 13. If m is the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation, then 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
(1) m(t, s) = I I cosh (At(s) a)da I cosh (A2(s) a) da\dr , 
(2) mt(t, s) = cosh (Ax(s) (t - T)) l\ cosh (A2(s) a) dajdx = 
= J I I cosh (A2(s) a) da 1 cosh (A^s) T) dT , 
(3) mtt(t, s) = cosh (A2(s) (f - T)) cosh (A^s) T) dT , 
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tt(t9 s) = Xx(s) sinh (X^(s) (t - т)) cosh (X2(s) т) dт + cosh (Л2(s) t) , 
Jo 
WmÁt* s ) = ^i( s ) 2 c o s h (^i(s) (ř "~ т)) c o s h Џz(s) т ) d т + 
+ X?(s) sinh (X2(s) t) , 
(4) m,„ i 
(5) 
A2(s) sinh (X2(s) t) , 
(6) mm(f, s) - 1 = At(s) sinh (Xt(s) (t - T)) cosh (X2(s) T) dT + 
+ X2(s) I sinh (A2(s) T) dT . 
J° 
Proof. Let us denote for t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
(7) n(t9 s) = M cosh (Xx(s) a) da cosh (X2(s) a) da J dT . 
We obtain easily that for t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
/vr f*T 
(8) 
(9) ntt(t9s) = Aj(s) | | sinh(Xt(s)(t - T)) I cosh(X2(s)a)da\dx + 
- I cosh (X2(s) T) dT = 
Jo 
>tai
nt(t9 s) = cosh (Xt(s) (t - T)) cosh (X2(s) a) da dT , 
9 s) t )  (Xt(s  (t  (X2(s  a) da & 
+ 
= Ax(s)
2 I cosh (Xt(s) a) da I cosh (X2(s) a) da J dT + cosh (A2(s) T) dT 
= Xt(s)
2 n(t9 s) + I cosh (X2(s) r) dx , 
(10) nttt(t9 s) = At(s)
2 n,(', s) + cosh (X2(s) t) , 
(11) ntttt(t9 s) = Ax(s)
2 n„(f, s) + A2(s) sinh (A2(s) t) = 
= Ax(s)4 w(f, s) + ^x(s)2 cosh (A2(s) T) dT + X2(s) sinh (X2(s) t) = 
= Ax(s)
4 n(t9 s) + (At(s)
2 + X2(s)
2) cosh (A2(s) T) dT . 
It follows immediately from (1) — (5) that 
(12) n('9s) is four times differentiable on (0, oo) for every s e <0, oo) . 
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By Lemma 9 we have 
(13) Ai(s)4 + (as1/2 + fi) Ax(s)
2 + (as + bs1/2 + c) = 0 for every s e <0, oo). 
By Lemmas 7 and 11 we have 
(14) ^(s)2 + A2(s)
2 + as1/2 + fi = 0 for every s e <0, oo). 
Now it follows from (7), (9), (11), (13) and (14) that 
(15) ntttt(t, s) + (as
1/2 + fi) ntt(t, s) + (as + bs
l/2 + c) n(t, s) = 
= [Ax(s)
4 + (as1/2 + fi) Xx(af + (as + bs
lf2 + c)] n(f, s) + 
+ [Ai(s)2 + A2(s)
2 + as1/2 + JS] J rcosh(A2(s)t)dt = 0 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) . 
Finally, we see from (7)—(10) that 
(16) n(0+,s) = n,(0+, s) = n„(0+, s) = 0, 
nm(0+, s) = 1 for every s e <0, oo) . 
We obtain easily from (12), (13) and (15), (16) by means of Proposition 4 that 
m = n and then the statement of our Lemma follows from (7) —(11). 
Proposition 5. If m is the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation, then 
the functions m, mt, mtt, mttt and'mtttt are continuous and bounded on (0, T) x 
x <0, S> for every Te (0, oo) and S e <0, oo). 
Proof. Immediately from Lemma 13 in view of the definition of functions A1>2>3)4. 
Proposition 6. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation, 
s e <0, oo) and let x be a nonnegative constant. If Re A12(s) = x, then for every 
te(0, oo) 
(1) |m(r,s)| * £ « " ' , 
(2) (m,(f,s)| * £ « * • , 
(3) \mtt(t,s)\ =te*\ 
(4) \mttt(t, s)| <£ (1 + \a\ + |b| + \c\ + |a| + \fi\) (1 + s
1/4) te*< + e«<, 
(5) \mtttt(t, 5)| = (1 + \a\ + \b\ + \c\ + |a| + |^|)
2 (1 + s1/4)2 tf + 
+ (1 + \a\ + |b| + \c\ + |a| + |/J|)(1 + s1/4)e*', 
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(6) \mttt(t9 5) - l| £ 2(1 + |*| + |b| + \c\ + |a| + |/J|) (1 + s
l") te«<. 
Proof. By means of Lemmas 11 — 13. 
Lemma 14. if m is the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation, then 
for every t e (0, 00) and s e <0, 00) 
(A(s)2 - X2(s)
2) m(t, s) = 
= cosh (Xt(s) T) dT - cosh (X2(s) T) dT . 
Proof. Let us denote for t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
(1) n(t, s) = I cosh (Xi(s) r) dr ~ I cosh (X2(s) r) dz . 
We obtain easily that for t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
(2) n,(t, s) = cosh (Xt(s) t) - cosh (X2(s) t) , 
(3) n„(t, s) = Xt(s) sinh (Xt(s) t) - A2(s) sinh (X2(s) t) = 
= A,(s)2 J cosh (Xt(s) T) dT - A2(s)
2 f cosh (A2(s) T) dT , 
(4) n,„(t, s) = Xt(s)
2 cosh (A,(s) t) - X2(s)
2 cosh (A2(s) t) , 
(5) n,IM(r, s) -» X^s)
3 sinh (At(s) t) - X2(s)
3 sinh (A2(s) t) = 
= Xt(s)
4 [cosh (A,(s) T) dT - X2(s)* J cosh (X2(s) T) dT . 
It follows immediately from (l)—(5) that 
(6) n(-,s) is four times differentiable on (0, oo) for every s e <0, oo) . 
By Lemma 9 we have 
(7) X12(sf + (as
1'2 + p) X12(s)
2 + (as + bs1'2 + c) = 0 
for every s 6 <0, oo). 
Now it follows from (l), (3), (5) and (7) that 
(8) nmJ(t, s) + (as
1/2 + fi) n„(t, s) + (as + bs1'2 + c) n(t, s) = 
= [(A.(s)4 + (as1'2 + ft) Xt(s)
2 + (as + bs1'2 + c)] f'cosh Xt(s) x dT + 
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+ [A2(s)
4 + (as1/2 + jS)A2(s)
2 + (as + bs1/2 + c)] f cosh A2(s) r dt = 0 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) . 
Finally, we see from (l)—(4) that 
(9) n(0+, s) = H,(0+, s) = n„(0+, s) -= 0 , 
nm(0+, s) = /^(s)
2 - A2(s)
2 for every s e <0, oo) . 
We obtain easily from (6), (7) and (8), (9) that n(t, s) = (A^s)2 - A2(s)
2) m(t9 s) 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) and the statement of our Lemma follows from (1). 
Proposition 7. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation, 
s e (0, oo), x a nonnegative and q a positive constant. If 
Re A12(s) g x , ^ ( s )
2 - A2(s)
2| ^ qsl/2 , 














Áu s)| s 2(i + M + H + |c| + M + \e\) . / , i y , 
(,,,), ^ 2(1 + |a| + |fcj + lc| + |«| f l/il)- A +_l_y g» ( ) 
((ř> , ̂  2(1 + H + \b\ + \C\ + H + ^ sl/4 / + i y g X ( > 
q \ si/AJ 
{t,s) _ i| = 2(1 + \a\+\b\ + \c\ + \«\ + W s l / 4 / + _^t0Xt 
Proof. By Lemma 14, we obtain for t e (0, oo) 
(7) m(t, s) = lAťs)2 - A2(s)
2] - 1 cosh X^s) x áx - cosh A2(s) T dT , 
(8) mt(t, s) = [A^s)
2 - A2(s)
2] - 1 cosh Aj(s) ř - cosh X2(s) t, 
(9) mtt(t, s) = [A.(s)
2 - A2(s)
2]" l [At(s) sinh A^s) í - X2(s) sinh A2(s) í] , 
(10) m,tt(t, s) = [X,(sy - X2(s)
2Yx [X^s)2 cosh (Xt(s) t) - X2(s)
2 cosh (X2(s) t)] , 
(11) mutt(t, s) = [X^sy - X2(Sy\ ~
l [X^sy sinh (X^s) t) - X2(sy sinh (X2(s) ř)] • 
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(12) mttt{u s) - 1 = [A_(s)
2 - ^ ( s ) 2 ] " 1 [A_(s)2 cosh (A_(s) f) - A_(s)2 -
- A2(s)
2 cosh (A2(s) r) + A2(s)
2] = 
= lA( s) 2 -M*)2]'1 T^i(s)3 [rsinh(A_(s)T)dT - A2(s)
3 J sinh(A2(s)T)dTl. 
By means of Lemmas 10 and 12, we obtain from the identities (7)—(12) that for 
every t e (0, oo) 
(iб) 
(17) 
íЄ*'_-J-fЄ*\ q s1'2 
(13) |m(í,s)| <. -
(14) \m,(t,s)\< 2ext, 
(15) - M M ) | _ 2 M ± M ^ _ 
|M«. " M s ) I 
^ 2(1 + |g| + \b\ + \e\ + ja 
_ 2(1 + | a | + \b\ + |c 
w, 
(, •), „ l^(s)l2 + N s F .„, 
' ( ř ' S ) l = |A.(sY - A2(sY| 
^ 2(1 + |g| + \b\ + |c 
2(1 + |a| + \b\ + [c 
\m, ř ř s l
i _ l _ _ _ l _ ± j _ _ _ l ! e x ř 
*('s)|- W - r - ^ r l 
< 2 ( _ + |q| + |_| + |c 
_ 2(1 + |q| + 1.1 + |C| 
+ a 
+Ja 





±Ш l + -"* e" -
+J___LЛ+J_V 
s'/Ч s1'4. ' 
+ l/?l)2 (1 + s1/4)2 c„ . 
+ W Л , i ('•è.'-
+ \ß\У(l + s"У 
e*' = 
±W.am(í + JL 
2(1 +1«| + \b\ + id + i«i + Mr _„• /_ + n V 
9 V s1/4/ 
But (13)—(18) are in fact the desired estimates (1)—(6). 
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Proposition 8. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation 
and & the spectral resolution of the operator A. For every xe H and K e <0, oo), 
the function u e R+ -» H defined for t e (0, oo) by 
(1) u(t) = J m(t, o) S(da) x 
is a Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation such that 
(2) Mw(0+) = 4 < 0 , K » x . 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Proposition 5 by means of operational 
calculus. 
Proposition 9. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation 
and $ the spectral resolution of the operator A. If u is a Duhamel solution of the 
Timoshenko type equation, then 
u(j)(t) = lim I m(t
j\t,o)S(do)u"'(0+) 
K-oo JO 
for every t e (0, oo) and j e {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. 
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation. 
We define 
(1) uK(t) = S(0, K) u(t) for every t e (0, oo) and K = 0 . 
It follows from Lemma 3 and Proposition 3 that 
(2) for every K ^ 0, uK is a Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation 
such that ul(0+) = <f«0, K» w'"(0+). 
Further, by Lemma 4 
(3) M * V ) - ^ " a ) ( 0 for every fe(0,oo) and j e {0, 1, 2, 3, 4 } . 
In virtue of Proposition 5 we can define 
(4) vK(t) = m(t, o) S(do) u"'(0+) for every t e (0, oo) and K = 0 . 
By Proposition 8 
(5) for every K ^ 0, vK is a Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation 
such that t/£(0+) = * « 0 , K» u'"(0+). 
By Theorem 1, we obtain from (2) and (5) 
(6) uK = vK for every K ^ 0 . 
Our statement follows from (3), (4) and (6). 
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EXISTENCE AND GROWTH PRQPERTIES OF TIMOSHENKO TYPE EQUATION 
We shall say that the Timoshenko type equation is extensive if there exists a dense 
subset Z c H ^uch that for every xeZ there exists a Duhamel solution u of the 
Timoshenko type equation for which u'"(0+) = x. 
Theorem 2. The Timoshenko type equation is always extensive. 
Proof. Let us denote by $ the spectral resolution of the operator A. 
00 
Now we have Zk = <̂ (<0, k)) (H) for every k e {1, 2,...} and Z = (J Zk. 
k=l 
It is easy to see from the properties of the function £ that 
(1) Z is a dense subset of H . 
Let now xeZ. Then there exists a k e {l, 2,...} so that x e Zk. Now let us define 
for teR+ 
u(t) = m(t, a) S(Ao) x . 
Since $ (<0, k}) x = x, it follows from Proposition 8 that 
(2) u is a Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation such that um(0+) = x. 
Our Theorem follows from (1) and (2). 
We shall say that the Timoshenko type equation is exponential if there exist two 
nonnegative constants M, co such that for every Duhamel solution u of the Timo-
shenko type equation, there is for every t e (0, oo) 
KOI ^ Me-||«'"(o+)|. 
Theorem 3. If the operator A is bounded, then the Timoshenko type equation is 
always exponential. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Proposition 6. 
Lemma 15. If m is the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation, then 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
m(t, s) + (<xsí/2 + P)\ \ m(a, s) da dr + 
t fiX fff fQ 
+ (as + bs1/2 + c) m(n> s) d*1 dQ dcr dr = -
JoJoJoJo 6 
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Proof follows immediately from the properties of the Fourier function by integra-
ting four times the determining equation. 
Lemma 16. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation, 
s e <0, oo) and let co be a nonnegative constant. If the function e-mtm(t, s) is bounded 
on (0, oo), then Re Ai,2,3,4(s) = 0J-
Proof. We have by our hypothesis: 
(1) there exists a constant c such that for every t e (0, oo) and X e C 
\e~Atm(t,s)\ =ce«»-
R«A><. 
Using (l), we obtain by integrating by parts in the equation of Lemma 15 
(2) X4 J V A t m(T, s) dT + (as1/2 + /?) X2 | V A t m(T, s)dT + 
+ (as + bs1/2 + c) e~Xxm(x, s) dx = 1 
for every Re X > co. 
We can rewrite (2) as follows 
(3) [X4 + (as1/2 + P)X2 + (as + bs1'2 + c)]f V A t m(T, s) dT = 1 
for every Re X > co. 
Now the statement of our Lemma follows immediately from (3) by means of 
Lemma 9. 
Proposition 10. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation. 
If there exist an unbounded subset S ~l <0, oo) and a nonnegative constant co 
so that the function e~atm(t, s) is bounded for every se S, then a ^ 0, a ^ 0 and 
a2 = 4a. 
Proof. Let us denote 
We see from the definition of /*i,2 t r ]at 
(2) * * # - « - . - ( s ^ ) -
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On the other hand, from the formulas for Xit2 we have 
2(s)V
/2 , . ReA,,2(s) = J _ jT/R___aí_)\
2 lImjfUs)VT/2 , Re**i. 
/ 2 
for every s 6 (0, oo). 
Consequently, (2) and (3) imply 
( 4 ) ReA^_) ^ _1_ { [ ( R e q i j + ( I m ^ 2 )2 ]1 /2 + R e qi2}1/2 ( s ^ ^ 
On the other hand, we have by Lemma 16 
(5) Re k±,2,3,4(s) = *° f°r every s E S . 
It follows from (4) and (5) that 
(6) [(Re qU2)
2 + (Im q1>2)
2]1/2 + Re «_.a _g 0 . 
Now it is clear from (6) that 
(7) Im«i>2 = 0. 
But (1) and (7) imply 
(8) a2 _5 4a . 
On the other hand, (6) and (7) give |Re q1>2\ + Re qla _g 0 which is possible if 
and only if 
(9) Re* l t 2 = 0 . 
By (l) and (8), Re a1>2 = qia and hence (9) implies 
(10) «.,.._ 0 . 
But from (l) and (10) we obtain 
(11) («* - 4a)'/2 a 
2 2 ' 
It is immediate from (8) and (u) that 
(12) « = 0 . 
However, (8) and (11) give i(«2 _ 4a) g i<x2 which implies 
(13) a = 0 . 
The Proposition is proved by (8), (12) and (13). 
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Lemma 17. If a > 0, a = 0 and a
2 ^ 4a, then there exists a nonnegative con-
stant x such that Re Aj,2,3,4(5) ;= xfor euery s e <0, 00). 
Proof. Since by hypothesis a > 0, a > 0, find an s e <0, 00) so that 
(1) as1/2 + p > 0 for s^s9 
(2) as + bs1/2 + c = 0 for s = s . 
Let us now suppose that one of the following conditions holds: 
(3) a2 > 4a , 
(4)' a2 = 4a , <xp>2b, 
(5) a2 = 4a , <xp = 26 , p2 = 4c . 
It follows easily from (3) —(5) that there exists an s0 ^ s so that 
(6) (a2 - 4a) s + 2(ajS - 2b) s1/2 + p2 - 4c = 0 for s ̂  s0 . 
Now we obtain from (2) and (6) that 
(7) „s(E!^±iy-(a! + fa„!+c)s(^i±ij 
for every s _ s0. 
Using (1) and (7) we have 
(8) fiit2(
s) - ° for s^s0. 
But (8) gives immediately 
(9) Re ̂ ,2,3,4(5) ^ 0 for s ̂  s0 . 
Now by (3), (4), (5) and (9) 
(10) if one of the conditions (3), (4), (5) j s fulfilled, then there exists an s0 e <0, 00) 
so that Re A1)2>3>4(s) = 0 for s ̂  SQm 
Further let 
(11) a2 =4tf, «/? = 2b, p2 < 4c . 
In this case obviously 
(12) (^-^J-{aS^bs^ + c) = t^l<0 for S£0 . 
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We obtain easily from (12) that 
(13) Re/ . 1 > 2 (s )=-
0LS1'2 + ß , Im/.1)2(s) = ±(Ac - ß)
112 for s ł O 
Using (1), (2), (13) we obtain that for s ^ s, 
(__^Ч (* _„_(«_!_/)'• 
2 1 ' 2 r(__L±_y+(4c _ r t r + _ _ L ± _ 
4 c - Ø 2 1/2 





 2J2> for s ;> s. 
Further we obtain from (15) 
(Ac - B2Y12 
(16) R e A 1 , 2 , 3 > ) ^
L - ^ 1 ^ for s^s. 
Using (11) and (16) we can state that 
(17) if the condition (11) si fulfilled, then there exists an s0 e <0, oo) so that 
Re A1>2>3>4(s) < (
4c " I 2 ) ' 7 4 f0r s ^ SQ . 
Finally, let 
(18) a2 = 4a , a0 < 2_ . 
In the case (18) we can choose an s00 _t s so that 
(19) 2(ap - 2b) sxl2 + (p2 - 4 c ) < 0 for s ^ s 0 0 . 
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It follows from (19) that 
(20) R e ^ s ) - - 0 1 ^ ^ , Im^1>2(s) = 
= + [ 2 (2 b - a^ ) s
1 / 2 + ( 4 c - ^ 2 ) ] 1 / 2 for ^ 
2 
We obtain from (20) 
P.) _,,,w-^{[(^) !+ ̂ -^;+(«-''>]"'-
_ _ _ ! _ _ _ l 1 / 2 _ 
_ _ L f(«2s + 4bs1/2 + 4c)1/2 _ os_^+_? | 1 / 2 _ 
2 1 / 2 j 2 2 J 
= i{(a2s + 4bs1/2 + 4c)1/2 - (as1/2 + p)}1'2 for s >, s00 . 
We have on the one hand 
(22) as1'2 + 0 > 0 for s ^ s00 . 
On the other hand, writing 
a2s + 4bs1/2 + 4c - a2s + 2otps1/2 + p2 + [2(2b - up) s1/2 + (4c - /?2)] = 
- (as1'2 + pf - [2(aj8 - 2b) s1/2 + (p2 - 4c)] 
we obtain from (19) that . 
(23) a2s + 4bs1/2 + 4c > 0 for s ^ s00 . 
Using (21), (22) and (23) we obtain 
(24) Re A M - 1 ! 2(2fe - q/Q s1/2 + (4c - /?2) Y'2 
(24) Re A1>2(s) - ^ j ^ + ^ + ^ + ^ + ^ 
for 5 _t s00 . 
It follows from (24) that 
(25) . ReA1>2(s)->^^-^)J
/2 (,-..„). 
It is clear from (18) and (25) that there exists an s0 e <0, oo) so that 
(26) 0 ^ R e A l i 2 ( s ) ^ / £ ^ - ^ Y
/ 2 for s ^ s0 . 
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With regard to (26) we can write 
(27) m R e A l t 2 > 3 , 4 ( s ) ^ ^
2 b ^ a ^ y / 2 for s = s0 . 
It follows from (18) and (27) that 
(28) if the condition (18) is fulfilled, then there exists an s0 e <0, oo) so that 
Since the hypothesis of our proposition is evidently fulfilled if and only if one of 
the conditions (3), (4), (5), (11) and (18) holds we can resume (10), (17) and (28) as 
(29) there exists a x 0 H and s0 e <0, oo) so that Re At,2,3,4(s) ^ x0 for s ^ s0. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see from Lemma 12 that 
(30) there exists a x00 ^ 0 so that Re A12,3,4(s) g x00 for 0 g s ^ s0. 
Taking x = max (x0, x00), we obtain the statement of our Lemma from (29) 
and (30). 
Proposition 11. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation. 
If a > 0, a ^ 0 and a2 \— 4a, then there exists a nonnegative constant x so that 
*3 |m'' 
t 
(t, s)\ S — ext for every t e (0, oo) 
6 
and s e <0, oo). 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Lemma 17 and Proposition 6. 
Theorem 4. If the operator A is unbounded and the coefficient a is nonzero, 
then the Timoshenko type equation is exponential if and only if 
(C) a > 0 , a = 0 , a
2
 = 4a . 
Proof. "Only if" part. 
First, by Theorem 2, we can choose a fixed dense subset Z = H from the definition 
of extensivity. 
Further, by our hypothesis, we can choose fixed nonnegative constants M, o 
from the definition of exponentiality. 
Let us have * 
(1) S = er(A) \ {0}, where <r(A) is the spectrum of A. 
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Since the operator A is supposed to be nonnegative and unbounded, we have 
(2) S c <0, oo) is unbounded . 
Finally, let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation existing 
in virtue of Proposition 4. 
We shall now prove that 
(3) |m(r, s)| ^ Me"* for every t e (0, oo) and s € S . 
Indeed, suppose that (3) is not true. Then there exist t0 e (0, oo) and s0 e S so that 
|m(*o> So)| > Memtot Since s0 > 0 and m is continuous in both variables we can 
find 0 < r ^ s0 and S > 0 so that \m(t0i s)\ > Me™'
0 + 5 for every \s - s0| g r. 
Summarizing these considerations we can state that 
(4) there exist t0 e <0, oo), s0 e S, 0 < r ^ s0 and S > 0 so that 
|m(r0, s)| > Me
0"0 + 5 for every |s - s0| ^ r . 
Now let $ be the spectral resolution of the operator A. 
Let 
(5) P = £((s0 -r,s0 + r» . 
Since, by (1) and (4), s0 e <r(A), we obtain easily from the operational calculus 
(6) P * 0 . 
Since the subset Z £ H is supposed to be dense in if, we see easily from (6) that 
(7) there exists zeZ so that \\Pz\\ = 1 . 
Since z 6 Z by (7), we can find a function u e (0, oo) --> # such that 
(8) u is the Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation such that 
«'"(0+) = z . 
Let us now take 
(9) Ut(t) = P u(t) for t e (0, oo) . 
It follows from Lemma 3 and Proposition 3 and from (5), (8), (9) that 
(10) ut is the Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation such that 
"i'(0+) = Pz. 
In virtue of exponentiality, we obtain from (7) and (10) 
(11) 1 (̂011 S Me"' for fe(0, oo). 
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Let us now define 
fso + r 
(12) ^ u2(t) = m(t, o) S(Ao) z for t e (0, co). 
Jso-r 
We obtain from the properties of the Fourier function m by means of the operation-
al calculus that 
(13) u2 is the Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type equation such that 
"2(0+) = Pz. 
Now, by (4), (5) and (7), we obtain from (12) that 
II fS0 + r I I2 fso + r 
l«2('o)||2 = ™('o, <r)*(fo)z\\ = m(t0, af \\£(da) zf = 
11 J so - r II J so - r 
f*so + r 
= (Me
0*'0 + <5)2 ||^(do-) zf = (Me«"° + <5)2 ||Pz||2 = {Me0"" + df . 
Jso-r 
Hence \\u2(t0)\\ = Me
wf0 + 5 which implies 
(14) \\u2(t0)\\ > Me^ . 
On the other hand, using Theorem 1 we obtain from (10) and (13) that 
(15) u^t) = w2(f) for every t e (0, oo), 
However, (14) and (15) contradict (11) and hence (3) holds. 
Now the "only if" part follows from (3) by means of Proposition 10. 
"If" part. 
Let u be an arbitrary Duhamel solution for the Timoshenko type equation. 
If m is the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation and £ the spectral 
resolution of the operator A, then by Proposition 9 
(16) u(t) = lim I m(t, o) £(do) w'"(0+) for every t e R
+ . 
k-*oo J o 
Using Proposition 11 we obtain from (16) that there exists a nonnegative constant x 
for which 
(17) ||if(*)|| = lim J! \m(t, o) S(do) u'"(0+) = 
*-+oo II J o 
= lim^V|4<0,fc»u"'(0+)(| = 
*->oo 6 
= - e*' |K(0+) | = e
(x+1)'|u'"(0+)| for every teR
+ . 
6 
Now (17) proves the exponentiality with M = 1,OJ = X + 1. 
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Remark 3. From Theorem 4 we see the interesting (but well known) fact due to 
FATTORINI [9] that the simplest Timoshenko type equation with a = 0 is never 
exponential for A unbounded, even when A is positive. Hence the role of the "mixed" 
term aA1/2 u"(t) is decisive for the exponentiality of Timoshenko type equations. 
Remark 4. The situation described by Theorems 1, 2, 3 for Timoshenko type 
equation is analogous to the well known results of Hadamard for wave equation. 
In abstract form, if we replace the Laplacian by our selfadjoint nonnegative opera-
tor A, Hadamard considered the Duhamel problem for the equation 
u"(t) + a A u(t) = 0 . 
As in Timoshenko case, this equation is always definite and extensive, but exponen-
tiality fails for a < 0. 
Proposition 12. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation. 
If a > 0, a ^ 0 and a2 ^ 4a, then there exists a nonnegative constant x such that 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) the estimates (l) — (6) 0f Proposition 6 hold. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Lemma 17 and Proposition 6. 
Theorem 5. If the operator A is unbounded and a > 0, a ^ 0, a2 ^ 4a, then there 
exists a nonnegative constant x so that for every x e D(A) there exists a Duhamel 
solution u of the Timoshenko type equation for which 
(1) «'"(0+) = x , 
(2) ll^'OII ^ -£-V f *1K'(o+)|| 
(3 - jy-
for every t e (0, oo) and j e {0, 1, 2}. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Propositions 5 and 12 by means of operation-
al calculus if we seek the desired solution u in the form 
u(t) = m(í, a) S(áa) x 
where & is the spectral resolution of A. 
Proposition 13. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation. 
If a > 0, a ^ 0 and a2 > 4a, then there exist two nonnegative constants N, x so 
that for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
W hMI ZNTT-W*"' 





(4) . \mM(t,s)\ £Ne*\ 
(5) |m,„,( . ,s)|=N(l + s
1/4)e'", . 
(6) \mttt(t, s) - 1| = JV(1 + s
1/4) te*'. 
Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 11, we have for s e <0, oo) 
(7) A.(s)2 - A2(s)
2 = [(a2 - 4a) s + 2(a/? - lb) s1'2 + (p2 - 4c)]1'2 . 




g2 " 4aУ12 s1'2 for s = s 0 . 
Using (8), we obtain from Lemma 17 and Proposition 7 that there exist two 







|m(í,s)| í l í ^ e ' " , 
|m,(ť,s)| žTVie"", 
\mtt(t,s)\ á i V . - i - ^ . 
|m,„(í,s)| áJV.e"", 
|m,M t(f,-)|=iV1s
1 'V l í, 
|m,„(f,s) - 1| = N.s^te*" . 
Further, Proposition 12 enables us to find two nonnegative constants N2> *2 so 






|m(í, s)\ = 2VV*
2' 




\mMt(t, s)\ = JV2e"
f 
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(20) M M ) - l | ^ N 2 * e *
2 f . 
Consequently, we see from (9) — (20) that there exist two nonnegative constants 1V, x 
for which the estimates (1) —(6) hold. 
Theorem 6. If the operator A is unbounded and if a > 0, a ^ 0 and a2 > 4a, 
then there exist two nonnegative constants N9 x so that for every x e D(4
1/2) there 
exists a Duhamel solution u of the Timoshenko type equation for which 
(1) u"'(0+) = x , 
(2) ||wO)(0ll -S -Ve*>*(0+)|| for every t e (0, oo) and j e {0, 1, 2, 3}. 
Proof. Immediately from Propositions 5 and 13 by means of operational calculus 
as in Theorem 5. 
FURTHER PROPERTIES OF TIMOSHENKO TYPE EQUATION 
Lemma 18. If p0, Pi, Pi, q are real constants such that 
(1) Po^O, 
(2) 2Poq + Pl ^ 0 , 
then for every r >. q 
(3) Por
2 + Plr + Pi £ Poq
2 + Plq + p2 . 
Lemma 19. Let 9 e <0, oo). If 
(1) a > 0 , a ^ 0 , a2 k 4a , 
(2) aS1/2 + P £ 0 , 
(3) 2a91/2 + b ^ 0 , 
(4) a9 + b9112 + c £ 0, 
(5) (a2 - 4a) 91/2 + (xp -2b)>z0, 
(6) (a2 -4a) 9 + 2(<xp - 2b) 91'2 + s2 - 4c £ 0 
then for every s >. 9 
(7) •ReA1,2,3^(a)--0. 
Proof. By Lemma 18 we obtain from (1), (3), (4) 
(8) as + bs1'2 + c ^ 0 for every s ^ 9 
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and (1), (5), (6) imply 
(9) (a2 - 4a) s + 2(<xp - 2b) si/2 + p2 - 4c ^ 0 for every s £ 9 . 
It follows immediately from (8) and (9) that 
(10) o s [ ( « £ ^ ± i )
2 - („ + fa./. + c)J'i f^ . 
On the other hand, (l), (2) imply that 
(11) (xsU2 + P ^ 0 for every s ^ 9 . 
Using (10) and (11) we obtain easily 
(12) . Ai12(s) ^ 0 for s ;> a . 
Now (7) follows immediately from (12). 
Proposition 14. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation 
and let Se<0, oo). If the conditions (1) —(6) 0f Lemma 19 hold, then for every 
t e (0, oo) and s ^ 9 
(1) \m(t,s)\ * L \ 
o 
(2) \m.(t,s)\ S~, 
(3) \mtt(t, s)\ £t, 
(4) \mttt(t, s)\ £ (l + |a| + \b\ + \c\ + |a| + |/?|) (1 + s
1'*) t + 1 , 
(5) |m„„(t. s)| g (1 + |«| + \b\ + \c\ + |a| + \fi\)2 (1 + s 1 ^ t + 
+ (l + H + |b| + |c| + H + | ^ | ) ( l + s ^ ) , 
(6) |m,,,(., s) - 1| g 2(1 + |a| + |fr| + |c| + |a| + |j»|) (1 + *>'*) t. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Lemma 19 and Proposition 6. 
Theorem 7. If the operator A is unbounded and t\\e conditions (l)~(6) of Lemma 
19 are fulfilled, then for every xe 0(A), there, exists a Duhamel solution u of the 
Timoshenko type equation for which 
(1) u"'(0+) = x , 
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(-) K;)(OK = — ^ l«'"(o+)l 
for every t e (0, oo) and j e (0, 1, 2}. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Proposition 14 by means of operational 
calculus (cf. the proof of Theorem 5). 
Lemma 20. Let S e <0, oo). If 
(1) a > 0 , a ^ 0 , a2 > 4a , 
(2) aS1/2 + P ^ 0 , 
(3) 2a91 /2 + b ^ 0 , 
(4) a9 + 691 /2 + c > 0 , 
(5) (a2 - 4a) £1 / 2 + (aj? - 26) £ 0 , 
(6) (a2 - 4a) 9 + 2(aj8 - 26) 91 / 2 + J?2 - 4c > 0 , 
then 
(7) ReAlf2,3,4(s) = 0 for s ^ 3 , 
(8) there exists a constant LY > 0 swc/i r/iaf 
|Ax(s)
2 - A2(s)
2| ^ L l S
1 / 2 for every s ^ £ , 
(9) fhere exists a constant L2 > 0 SMC/I fhaf |A12(s)| ^ L2 for every s ^ 5 . 
Proof. The statement (7) follows immediately from Lemma 19. 
By Lemmas 11 and 7 we can write 
(10) |At(s)
2 - A2(s)
2| = \nt(s) - v2(s)\ = 
= |[(a2 - 4a) s + 2(ajS - 2b) s1/2 + (j?2 - 4c)]1 / 2 | for every s e <0, oo) . 
Using Lemma 18, we obtain from (5), (6) 
(11) (a2 - 4a) s + 2(a)? - 2b) s1/2 + p2 - 4c > 0 for every s = 9 . 
On the other hand, it follows from (1) that 
(12) l i m ( ^ - 4 a ) s + 2 ( a ^ - 2 b ) s
1 / 2 + ^ 2 - 4 c + Q 
s-+ao S 
Hence by (11) and (12) 
(13) there exists a constant L. > 0 so that 
[(a2 - 4a) s + 2(a)? - 2b) s1'2 + p2 - 4c] 1 / 2 = Lvs
112 for every s = 9 . 
The statement (8) follows from (10) and (13). 
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By Lemma 14 we can write 
(14) |A12(s)|
2 - K2(s)| = 
_ '_ ______" + [(^tPj- (as + bs1'2 + c)J2\ -
= i{ |as
1 / 2 + p \ - |[(a2 - 4a) s + 2(a)? - 2b)s1/2 + (fi2 - 4c)]1/2|} 
for every s e <0, oo) . 
By (1) and (2) 
(15) as1 / 2 + JS >= 0 for every s >= S . 
Hence we obtain from (11), (14) and (15) that 
(16) |A12(s)|
2 >= 
1 (as1 / 2 + jff)2 - [(a2 - 4a) s + 2(ajS - 2b) s1'2 + (p2 - 4c)] _ 
~ 2 as1 / 2 + 0 + [(a2 - 4a) s + 2(<xp - 2b) s1'2 + (p2 - 4c) ] 1 / 2 
as + bs1'2 + c 
- 2 
a s l l2 + p + [(a2 _ 4 a ) s + 2 ( a j 8 _ 2 fc) sl/2 + ^ 2 _ 4 c ) ] l l2 
for every s g: # . 
Using Lemma 18 we obtain from (3), (4) that 
(17) as + 6s1/2 + c > 0 for every s ^ 3 . 
Now by (11), (15) and (17) 
(18) aS + bsm + C > 0 
v ' a sil2 + p + [(a2 _ 4 a ) s + 2 ( a i ? _. 26) 5
1/2 + (j82 - 4c)]1/2 
for every s ^ S . 
On the other hand, we obtain easily from (1) that 
/19>, j . as + 6s
1 / 2 + c = 
1 )
 s™ as
1/2 + fi + [(a2 - 4a) s + 2(aj? - 26) s1 / 2 + (jff2 - 4c)]1 /2 °° 
It follows easily from (18) and (19) that there exists a constant L2 > 0 so that 
(20) 2 aS + bsl/2 + C > L 2 
v > a 5 i /2 + ^ + [(a2 _ 4 f l ) 5 + 2(a)? - 26) s
1'2 + (/?2 - 4c)]1 /2 2 
for every s ^ 9 , 
The statement (9) follows from (16) and (20). 
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Proposition 15. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation 
and Se(0, oo). If the conditions (1)—(6) of Lemma 20 are fulfilled^ then there 






mtt(t,s)\ =L — , 
(4) K,M| =L, 
(5) \mtttt(t, s)\ = Ls
1'4 , 
(6) \mttt(t, s) - 1| = Us
1'4 . 
Proof. By Lemmas 14 and 20 we can write for (e (0, oo) and s = 9 
(7) m(t, s) = [X^sf - A2(s)
2]-J [X^s)'1 sinh (Xt(s) t) - X^s)-
1 sinh (X2(s) ()] , 
(8) mt(t, s) = [Xt(sf - A2(s)
2] - 1 [cosh (At(s) () - cosh (X2(s) ()] , 
(9) m„((, s) = [Xt(sf - X2(sf] -
l [Xt(s) sinh (X,(s) t) - X2(s) sinh (X2(s) ()] , 
(10) mttt(t, s) = [Xt(sf - A2(s)
2]."1 [Xt(sf cosh (Xt(s) t) - X2(sf cosh (X2(s) ()] , 
(11) mtm(t, s) = [Xt(sf - A2(s)
2]-1 [At(s)
3 sinh (X^s) t) - X2(sf sinh (X2(s) ()] , 
(12) mttt(t, s) - 1 = [A,(s)
2 - A2(s)
2]"1 [Aj(s)2 (cosh (X,(s) t) - 1) -
-A2(s)
2 (cosh (A2(s)()-1)] = 
= lA(s)2 - A ( s ) 2 ] - 1 Vi(s)3 I'sinh (At(s) T)dT - X^sf | sinh(A2(s) T)dT 1. 
Let us denote L0 = 1 + \a\ + \b\ + \c\ + |a| + |/?| and let us fix the constants 
L1( L2 from Lemma 20. 
Using Lemmas 12 and 20 we obtain from (7)—(12) that for every (e (0, oo) and 
s > 9 
(13) 
(14) 
ҺMI = 2 L l 
LІS1'2 ' 
| m ' ( ř , s ) l - Z ^ " 2 ' 
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(15) w,,5)l sm*p.^^y 
___5I
,
1 + _LY, 
(17) U (,,)!<___________£_. 2Í2 ,./. (!______ 
(17) im^ts". ^ w ^ s j J / 4 
(18) ^ ^ . . ^ . ^ ( . ^ y , t"4., 
It is clear that the statement of our Proposition is an immediate consequence of 
(13)-(18). 
Theorem 8. If the operator A is unbounded and if there exists a positive constant 3 
such that <Ax, x> ^ S||x|| for every x e D(A) and the conditions (l) —(6) of Lemma 
20 are fulfilled, then there exists a nonnegative constant L such that for every 
x e D(Ai/2) we can find a Duhamel solution u of the Timoshenko type equation for 
which 
(1) w"'(0+) = x , 
(2) IIM O )(01 ^ L f°r every xe(°> °°) and J e (°> i? 2 ,3} . 
Proof. Immediately from Propositions 5 and 15 by means of operational calculus 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 6). 
EXAMPLE 
Let us denote by L2(0,1) the Hilbert space of all square integrable complex valued 
functions x on the interval (0,1) with the norm ||x|| = (JJ |x(-7)|2 drf)l/2. 
It is clear that the scalar product on L2(0, 1) is of the form <x, y} = Jo *(*?) • 
. y(rj) drj. 
Moreover, we shall say that a function x is feebly differentiate in L2(0, 1) if there 
exists a function z e L2(0, 1) so that x(b) — x(a) = JJ z(rf) drj for every 0 < a ^ 
:g b < 1. The function z will be denoted by x' and called the feeble derivative of x 
in L2(0, 1). 
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It is evident that every function feebly differentiate in L2(0, 1) is continuous on 
(0, 1) and possesses limits at the points 0 and 1. 
Let us now define an operator F in L2(0,1) as follows: x e D(F) if and only if x e 
e L2(0, 1), x is four times feebly differentiable in L2(0, 1) and x(0) = x(l) = x"(0) = 
= x"(l) = 0; then we take Fx = x"". 
Proposition 16. The operator F is self adjoint and strictly positive in L2(0, 1). 
Proof. Let us write for x e L2(0, 1) and k e {l, 2, . . . } , xk = J0 x{n) sin kn drj. 
It is easy to verify that 
(1) x e D(F) if and only if £ fc4|xk|
2 < oo ; 
*=i 
OO 
(2) F x(n) = £ k4xk sin krj for every x e D(F) , 
*=i 
the sum being taken in the sense of L2(0, 1). 
It follows immediately from (1), (2) that 
(3) F""1 exists and is bounded . 
Since the symmetry of F is almost evident, (3) implies the statement of our Propo-
sition. 
Theorem 9. The above theory may be applied to Timoshenko type equation 
with A = F. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Proposition 16. 
Proposition 17. x e D(F1/2) if and only if xe L2(0, 1), x is twice feebly differen-
tiable in L2(0,1) and x(0) = x(l) = 0; then F
1/2x = x". 
Proof. Let us define an operator A0 in L2(0,1) as follows: x e D(A0) if and only 
if x e L2(0, 1), x is twice feebly differentiable in L2(0, l) and x(0) = x(l) = 0; then 
A0x = x". 
By the same method as in Proposition 16 we prove that 
(1) A 0 is an self adjoint, strictly positive operator in L2(0, 1). 
On the other hand, it is almost immediate that 
(2) A2 = F . 
Now (1) and (2) imply the statement of our Proposition. 
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Theorem 10. Let u e (0, oo) -> L2(0, 1). Then the function u is a solution of the 
Timoshenko type equation with A = F if and only if 
(1) ' u is four times differentiate on (0, oo), 
(2) u(t) is four times feebly differentiate in L2(0, 1) and u(t)(0) = u(t)(l) = 
= u(t)x (0) = u(t)K (1) = 0 for every t e (0, oo), 
(3) u"(t) is twice feebly differentiable in L2(0, 1) and u"(t) (0) = u"(t) (1) = 0 
for every t e (0, oo), 
(4) u""(t) (0 + a «'(0«(0 + P iT(.) { + a «(.)««(£) + b «(.).. («) + c u(t) (Z) = 
= 0 for every t e (0, oo) and 0 < £ < 1. 
Proof is easy by means of Proposition 17. 
APPENDIX 
The purpose of this appendix is to introduce and examine the concept of strict 
solution, strict definiteness, strict extensivity and strict exponentiality. These 
strengthened concepts are of principal importance in the general theory of equations 
of the type u(n\t) + A% u
iH^x\t) + ... + An u(t) = 0 (cf. [8]). We shall show that 
the above theory may be developed also on the base of these strengthened concepts 
and that the results remain essentially unchanged. 
A solution u of the Timoshenko type equation will be called strict if the function Au 
is continuous on (0, oo) and bounded on (0, 1). 
Proposition A 1. Every strict solution of the Timoshenko type equation is also 
a solution. 
Lemma A 1. For every x e D(A), \Ax/2x\ = ||x|| + ||Ax||. 
Proposition A 2. A function u e (0, oo) -> H is a strict solution of the Timoshenko 
type equation if and only if 
(I) u is four times differentiable on (0, oo), 
(II) u"(t)eD(Ai/2), u(t)eD(A) for every te(0, oo), 
(III) the functions (aA1/2 + f})u" and (aA + bAl/2 + c)u are continuous on 
(0, oo) and bounded'on (0, l ) , 
(IV) um(t) + (OLA112 + p) u"(t) + (aA + bAx/2 + c) u(t) = 0 
for every t e (0, oo) . 
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Proof. An immediate consequence of properties of strict solutions by virtue of 
Lemma A 1. 
R e m a r k 5. The properties (I) —(IV) from Proposition A 2 are used as definition 
properties of a solution in general theory (cf. [8]). 
We shall say that the Timoshenko type equation is strictly definite if every null 
strict solution of the Timoshenko type equation is identically zero. 
Theorem A 1. The Timoshenko type equation is always strictly definite. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposition A 1. 
Proposition A3. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation 
and $ the spectral resolution of the operator A. For every xe H and K e <0, co), 
the function u e (0, oo) -> H defined for t e (0, co) by 
fK 
(-) u(t) = m(t, a) đ(da) x 
is a Duhamel strict solution of the Timoshenko type equation such that 
(2) u"'(0+) = £((0,K»x. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Proposition 6 by means of operational 
calculus. 
We shall say that the Timoshenko type equation is strictly extensive if there exists 
a dense subset Z _= H such that for every xe Z there exists a Duhamel strict solution u 
of the Timoshenko type equation such that u"f(0+) = x. 
Theorem A 2. The Timoshenko type equation is always strictly extensive. 
Proof. Almost identical to the proof of Theorem 2 on the base of Proposition A 3. 
We shall say that the Timoshenko type equation is strictly exponential if there 
exist two nonnegative constants M, co such that for every strict Duhamel solution u 
of the Timoshenko type equation, it is for every t e (0, co) 
(I) K0I ^ Me-||«'"(0+)|| , 
(П) П
T Г(J Ґ*Q 
Au(v) 
ojojo 
dv dø d<т dт = Me
û,í||u'''(0+) 
Proposition A 4. If a 4- 0, then the Timoshenko type equation is strictly exponen-
tial if and only if there exist two nonnegative constants M0, co0 such that for every 
strict Duhamel solution u of the Timoshenko type equation, it is for every t e (0, oo) 
(0 (ocA1'2 + ß) u"(rì) dt] d<? dff dт 
o j o j o j o 
Мое
шо'|«'"(0+)| | , 
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(2) 11" f * r \\aA + bA1/2 + c) u(ri) dri do da dill = Af0e^||M^(o+)|| . 
IIJoJoJoJo II 
Proof. The 'kmly if" part is easy. Since by assumption on A we can write aA1/2 + 
+ J8 = aA"lf2A + fiA"1 A and aA + bA1/2 + c = aA + bA~1/2A + cA _ 1A, the 
properties (I) and (II) from the above definition of strict exponentiality give im­
mediately the properties (1) and (2). 
The converse "if" part is somewhat more difficult. 
The property (I) follows immediately from the properties (l) and (2) with regard 
to the fact that we can write for every solution u and every t e (0, oo) 
u(t) = w'"(0+) - f' [' f f(aA
1 / 2 + fi) u"(rj) dri dQ da dx -
J o J o J o J o 
- r r r f * w + ^ i / 2 + < o ^ <** ̂  ̂  & • 
J o J o J o J o 
It remains to prove (II). To this aim, let us denote by $ the spectral resolution of 
the operator A. 
First we shall find two operators P and C such that 
(3) P is an orthogonal projector, PAL c AP and PAP is a bounded operator, 
(4) C is a bounded operator. 
(5) Ax = PAx + C(aA + bA1/2 + c) x for every x e D(A). 
Indeed, since a =t= 0, we can find an s0 e <0, oo) so that 
(6) \as + bs1/2 + c\ = 1 for every s ^ s0 . 
Now let us write 
(7) x(s) = 1 for 0 .= s < s0 , x(s) = 0 for s ^ s0 . 
It is easy to see from the assumption a + 0 and from (6) and (7) that 
(8) the function (1 - x(s)) s(as + bs1/2 + c)" 1 is bounded on <0, oo). 
Further, we can write for s G <0, oo) 
(9) s = x(s)s + (l-X(.s))s = 
= x(s) s + (1 - x(s)) s(as + bs + c)" 1 (as + bs1/2 + c). 
Let us now define for x e H 




Cx = (1 - x(s)) s(as + bs + c)"1 Ąds) x . 
The required properties (3) —(5) of the operators P and C follow easily from 
( 6 ) - ( l l ) . 
Now there is no difficulty in obtaining the desired property (II) from (1), (2) and 
from (I) already proved by means of (3) —(5). 
Theorem A 3. If the Timoshenko type equation is strictly exponential, then it is 
also exponential. 
Proof. An easy consequence of Propositions 9 and A 3. 
Lemma A 2. If a > 0, a ^ 0 and a2 > 4a, then there exists a nonnegative con­
stant N0 such that 
(i) ^ No for every s e <0, oo) 
(2) 
1 + |A.(,)|- \X2(sf 
Proof. We obtain easily from the definition of n12(s) that 
1A*12V*)1 






ííHl > 0. 
Hence we obtain from (2) and (3) that 
(*) 1 + \^(sf \X2(sf — 
1 
•[©-•n-l-HGH 
Statement ( l ) follows then easily from (4). 
a 
2 
Lemma A 3. If a > 0, a ^ 0 and <x2 ^ 4a, then there exists a nonnegative con-
stant x such that for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
(i) 
(2) 
|cosh ;i12(s) t\ ^ e
xt, 
|Лi 2 (s) |
2 I cosh Å12(s) a âa dт 
|J o J o 
<,2e* 
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Proof. By Lemma 17 there exists a nonnegative constant x such that 
(3) Re A12(s) ^ x for every s e <0, oo) . 
Now, (1) follows immediately from (3). 
Further, we have evidently 
(4) A12(s)
2 c o s h hi(a) dtx di = cosh Xl2(s) t - 1 
Jo Jo 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo). 
Now (2) follows immediately from (3). 
Proposition A 5. Let m be the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation. 
If a > 0, a = 0 and a
2 ^ 4a, then there exist two nonnegative constants M, co 
such that for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) 
(1) \m(t, s)\ ^ Me™1, 
(2) Is J J J J m(if, s) d^ dg da dr ^ Mem . 
I J o j o j o j o 
Proof. Proposition 11 implies that there exist two nonnegative constants Ml5 co1 
so that 
(3) \m(f>s)\ = Af! emt for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) . 
By Lemma 13, we can write the following identity which may be verified directly 
or by means of Laplace transformation: 
pf pt fa *Q 
(4) mty, s) d^ dO da dt = 
J o j o j o j o 
= 1 ( 1 cosh A^s) f/dfy dOdo-). 
J o V J o J o J o / 
. { cosh X2(s) ^ d^ dg da J dr for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) . 
Now we obtain easily from (4) by means of Lemma A 3 
(s) (i+\xt(Sf \x2(sf) I r r r r v , , -) d? de d* dr ^ 
Uo Jo Jo Jo 
^ I7 xt It
3
 xt (tl t
3\ xt 
^ — ext + — e*r = I — + — )ext 
7! 3! \7 ! 3!/ 
for every i e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo). 
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Let N0 be the constant from Lemma A 2 so that 
(6) 
(7) 
1 + W»)2W*)|2 
It follows from (5) and (6) that 
t (*t ňa (*Q 
^ N0 for s e <0, oo). 
s | | | | m(rj, s) ár\ dg da ďz = 
řOJ OJ 0 J o 
1 + |AX(S)|2 [A2(S)|: 
(1 + Hsf\X2(sf) . 
i r ř r r r*' rť 
I J o J o J o J c 
m(rj, s) ár\ dg der dr 
yj\ v.) 
for every ř e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) . 
It follows from (7) that then there exist two nonnegative constantsM2, co2 so that 
(8) I m(rj, s) dr\ dg da dt) 
o Jo 
ÚM2e* 
for every t e (0, oo) and s e <0, oo) , 
Taking M = max (MÍ,M2) and co = max (coí9 co2), we obtain (1) and (2) im-
mediately from (3) and (8). 
Theorem A 4. If a > 0, a ^ 0 and a2 ^ 4a, ř/zen the Timoshenko type equation 
is strictly exponential. 
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary strict Duhamel solution of the Timoshenko type 
equation. 
If m is the Fourier function of the Timoshenko type equation and $ the spectral 
resolution of the operátor A, then by Proposition A 1 and Proposition 9 it is 
(1) u(t) = lim í m(í, a) £{do) (u'"(0+)) for every t e R
+ . 
*~*°°Jo 
Using Proposition A 5 we obtain from (1) that there exist two nonnegative con-
stants My co such that for every t e (0, oo) 
(2) 
ii r* 
|u(ř) | = lim m(t, 9) <f(dí>) u'"(0+) 
*->°° I Jo 
á lim W | | / « 0 , fc»u"'(0+)| = Mero'||«'"(0+)|| , 
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II /•* / » T /»<r /•$ 
(3) Au(v) dv d0 da dt = 
llJoJoJoJo 
= 1im L [' f f Tm(v, 3) dv do du dt *(dS) w'"(0+) 





However, (2) and (3) prove in fact the desired exponentiality. 
Theorem A 5. If the operator A is unbounded and the coefficient a is nonzero, 
then the Timoshenko type equation is strictly exponential if and only if 
(C) a > 0 , a = 0 , a
2
 = 4a . 
Proof. "Only if" part. 
The strict exponentiality implies exponentiality by Theorem A 3 and (C) follows 
then immediately from Theorem 4. 
"If" part. 
This is Theorem A 4. 
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